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Abstract- The Automated Health care Management 

System is an automated system that is used to manage 

patient data and its management. In existing system 

challenges at large scale performing large-scale 

computation is troublesome. To figure with this volume 

of knowledge needs distributing elements of the matter 

to multiple machines to handle in parallel. Whenever 

multiple machines are utilized in cooperation with each 

other, the chance of failures rises. in an exceedingly 

single machine atmosphere, failure isn't one thing that 

program designers expressly worry concerning terribly 

often: if the machine has crashed, then there's no 

manner for the program to recover anyway. This paper 

addresses the matter quality in electronic patient 

records employing a computerized patient records 

report system with Apache HIVE and abstraction of 

Map reduce of huge data technology. We have a 

tendency to analyzed that patient is outlay extra money 

than the others with the Map scale back. We have a 

tendency to get the information to be processed from 

ancient system to Hadoop via ETL's. We have a 

tendency to organize this with Oozie computer 

hardware in Hadoop. The information what you're 

getting to analyze is a semi-structured data. Once 

uploading their information to cluster anyone will 

access them once more provided they have to be 

compelled to be within the cluster or can even use 

virtual machines that contain the correct package to 

research them without any need for conversion. 

 

Index Terms- Map reduce, Hadoop, Automated 

Healthcare Management System. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The present medicinal services ventures are moving 

from volume-based business into esteem based 

business, which requires an exhaust from specialists 

and attendants to be more profitable and productive. 

This will enhance human services work on, changing 

individual way of life and driving them into longer 

life, anticipate sicknesses, ailments and 

contaminations.  

In the course of the most recent couple of years, 

social insurance information has turned out to be 

more intricate for the reason that extensive measure 

of information are being accessible of late, alongside 

the quick difference in innovations and versatile 

applications and new maladies have found. 

Subsequently, human services parts have trusted that 

medicinal services information investigation 

apparatuses are extremely vital subject keeping in 

mind the end goal to deal with a lot of complex 

information, which can prompt enhance social 

insurance businesses and enable restorative practice 

to achieve an abnormal state of productivity and 

work to stream precision, if these information 

examination instruments connected accurately, 

however the inquiries are how social insurance 

associations are applying these devices today, and 

how to consider its future utilize? Likewise, what are 

the difficulties they confront when utilizing such 

apparatuses? Lastly, what are the advancements 

would healthcare be able to add to address these 

difficulties?  

The idea of enormous information isn't new; however 

the way it is characterized is always showing signs of 

change. Different endeavors at characterizing 

enormous information basically describe it as an 

accumulation of information components whose size, 

speed, type, and additionally intricacy expect one to 

look for, receive, and imagine new equipment and 

programming systems for filing, examining and 

showing information effectively. Medicinal services 

is a prime case of how the three V's of information 

initially is speed, second is assortment, and third one 

is volume are a natural part of the information it 

produces. This information is spread among 

numerous human services frameworks, well being 
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safety net providers, scientists, government elements, 

et cetera. Besides, every one of these information 

vaults is siloed and naturally unequipped for giving a 

stage to worldwide information straightforwardness. 

To add to the three V's, the veracity of social 

insurance information is additionally basic for its 

important use towards creating translational research. 

With the advancement of huge information 

innovation, more consideration has been paid to 

malady expectation from the point of view of 

enormous information examination; different 

explores have been led by choosing the attributes 

naturally from a substantial number of information to 

enhance the precision of hazard arrangement as 

opposed to the already chose qualities. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

To get more productive and viable aftereffect of K-

mean calculation there have been a great deal of 

research occurred in earlier day. All scientists took a 

shot at various view and with various thought. 

Krishna and Murty proposed the hereditary K-implies 

(GKA) calculation which incorporates a hereditary 

calculation with K-implies keeping in mind the end 

goal to accomplish a worldwide hunt and quick 

meeting. Jain and Dubes suggest running the 

calculation a few times with irregular beginning 

parcels. The grouping comes about on these diverse 

runs give a few bits of knowledge into the nature of a 

definitive bunches. Forgy's technique produces the 

underlying allotment by first arbitrarily choosing K 

focuses as models and afterward isolating the rest of 

the focuses in view of their separation from these 

seeds. Likes et al. proposed a worldwide Kmeans 

calculation comprising of arrangement of K-implies 

grouping strategies with the quantity of bunches 

differing from 1 to K. One weakness of the 

calculation lies in the necessity for executing K-

implies N times for each estimation of K, which 

causes high computational weight for extensive 

informational indexes.  

Bradley and Fayyad displayed a refined calculation 

that uses K-implies M times to M arbitrary subsets 

tested from the first information. The most well-

known introduction was proposed by Pena, Lozano et 

al. This strategy is choosing haphazardly K focuses 

as centroids from the informational index. The 

fundamental preferred standpoint of the strategy is 

effortlessness and a chance to cover rather well the 

arrangement space by numerous instatement of the 

calculation. Ball and Hall proposed the ISODATA 

calculation [7], which is assessing K progressively. 

For determination of a legitimate K, a succession of 

grouping structures can be acquired by running K-

implies a few times from the conceivable least Kmin 

to the greatest Kmax. These structures are then 

assessed in view of built lists and the normal 

grouping arrangement is controlled by picking the 

one with the best list. The mainstream approach for 

assessing the quantity of groups in K-implies is the 

Cubic Clustering Criterion utilized as a part of SAS 

Enterprise Miner. 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

K-Means algorithm is one of the famous centroid 

based clustering algorithm which is used to partition 

the dataset automatically into k groups. It starts by 

selecting k initial cluster centers (centroids) and then 

iteratively refining them until the algorithm is  

converged i.e. each data point remains in the same 

cluster even after the next iteration. The entire 

algorithm runs on a parameter named as Euclidean 

Distance, which helps in calculating the distance 

between the data points using the formula as shown: 

 
The steps involved in the execution of the algorithm 

are as follows:  

1) Let „D‟ be the data set which consists of a set of 

data points {x1, x2, x3…..xn}.  

2) Let C= {c1, c2….ck} be the set of cluster centers 

(centroids).  

3) Compute the distance between each data point to 

the cluster centers. 

4) Assign the data point to the cluster center whose 

distance from the cluster center is minimum 

when compared to other cluster centers.  

5) Recalculate the new cluster center CJ by 

calculating the average of the data point’s xi in 

the respective cluster. 

6) Repeat the steps (4) and (5) until convergence 

and return the final cluster centers (centroids) 

{c1, c2….ck} along with the data points in their 

respective clusters. 
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IV.MAPREDUCE ALGORITHM 

 

Guide Reduce works by breaking the preparing into 

two stages: the guide stage and the decrease stage. 

Each stage has key-esteem combines as info and 

yield, the sorts of which might be picked by the 

software engineer. The developer additionally 

determines two capacities: the guide work and the 

decrease work. 

 
Fig 1.Map and Reduce 

The Map Reduce calculation contains two essential 

undertakings, in particular Map and Reduce.  

The guide errand is finished by methods for Mapper 

Class  

The diminish undertaking is finished by methods for 

Reducer Class.  

Mapper class takes the information, tokenizes it, 

maps and sorts it. The yield of Mapper class is 

utilized as contribution by Reducer class, which 

thusly seeks coordinating sets and lessens them 

 
Fig 2. MapReduce Block Diagram 

MapReduce implements various mathematical 

algorithms to divide a task into small parts and assign 

them to multiple systems. In technical terms, 

MapReduce algorithm helps in sending the Map & 

Reduce tasks to appropriate servers in a cluster.  

These mathematical algorithms may include Sorting, 

Searching, Indexing and TF-IDF. 

 

V  CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we have a tendency to given machine-

controlled health care Management System may be a 

project developed with k means clustering, an 

abstraction of Map Reduce. The information what 

you're aiming to analyze may be Semi-structured 

information. Computerized HMS has been 

developed. The system solved the issues associated 

with the prevailing manual system. Security is 

additionally increased since access to the system 

needs authentication. However, the system doesn't 

alert the pharmacy of the termination date of drugs. 

Also, departments like security and assets aren't 

included within the style. 
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